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It is shown that co-linear injection of electrons or positrons into the wakefield of the self-

modulating particle beam is possible and ensures high energy gain. The witness beam must co-

propagate with the tail part of the driver, since the plasma wave phase velocity there can exceed

the light velocity, which is necessary for efficient acceleration. If the witness beam is many wake-

field periods long, then the trapped charge is limited by beam loading effects. The initial trapping

is better for positrons, but at the acceleration stage a considerable fraction of positrons is lost from

the wave. For efficient trapping of electrons, the plasma boundary must be sharp, with the density

transition region shorter than several centimeters. Positrons are not susceptible to the initial plasma

density gradient. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4904365]

I. INTRODUCTION

Proton driven plasma wakefield acceleration (PDPWA)

is now actively studied as a possible path to future high

energy colliders.1 The interest is motivated by the ability of

plasmas to support extremely strong electric fields2 and by

the availability of proton beams carrying tens of kilojoules of

energy in a single bunch.3 The high energy content of proton

beams makes it possible to accelerate multi-nanocoulomb

electron bunches to sub-teraelectronvolt energies and beyond

in a single plasma stage,4,5 which is the main advantage of

PDPWA over other plasma wakefield acceleration schemes.

The initial proposal of PDPWA4 assumed longitudinal

compression of the proton bunch to a sub-millimeter length,

which is difficult to realize.6–9 The effect of beam self-

modulation in the plasma,7,10,11 however, makes proof-of-

principle experiments on PDPWA possible without costly

conditioning of the proton beam prior to the plasma. The

experiment named AWAKE thus started at CERN,1,12–14 as

well as several supporting experiments with electron

beams.15–19

Injection of electrons into the wakefield of a self-

modulating beam turned out to be a nontrivial task. During

development of the self-modulation instability, the phase ve-

locity of the wakefield is substantially lower than the light

velocity c, as was pointed out in Refs. 20 and 21. It was pre-

dicted that the electron energy gain in a PDPWA driven by a

self-modulated beam in a uniform plasma will be severely

limited by dephasing20 and tapering the plasma density was

proposed to overcome the dephasing limit.21,22 Another

possible way to high electron energies involves side injection

of electrons into the plasma wave at the stage of fully devel-

oped self-modulation.21,23 Although the side injection is

expected to produce good energy spectra of accelerated elec-

trons,1,13,24 its implementation presents some technical diffi-

culties. The parameter window for good trapping is rather

narrow, and the low energy electron beam must be first trans-

ported through the rubidium vapor for several meters and

only then injected into a certain region at a certain angle.

In this paper, we demonstrate that the on-axis injection of

electrons into the wakefield of the self-modulating particle

beam can ensure good trapping and acceleration even in the

uniform plasma. The term on-axis injection refers to propaga-

tion of both electron and proton beams along the same line

starting from the entrance to the plasma. The novel effect that

enables the better performance is the appearance of a superlu-

minal wave at the stage of developed self-modulation. As ref-

erence case we take the latest AWAKE baseline parameters

(Table I).

The process is studied numerically with three codes:

fluid25,26 and particle-in-cell24,26,27 versions of 2d3v quasi-

static code LCODE and with cylindrically symmetric (2d3v)

particle-in-cell code OSIRIS.28 By performing 2D cylindri-

cally symmetric simulations, we preclude the physics associ-

ated with the hosing instability, which can lead to beam

breakup.11,29,30 It has been shown, however, that the hosing

instability can be suppressed after the saturation of the self-

modulation instability if wakefield excitation is in the linear

regime.31 Since the baseline AWAKE variant will lead to

plasma wakefields excited in the linear regime, cylindrically

symmetric simulations are well suited for our research.

Unless stated otherwise, figures are produced with the parti-

cle-in-cell LCODE. The fluid code is used for trapping stud-

ies, as it produces less noisy results at the initial stage of

beam evolution. The main findings are also demonstrated

and cross-checked with OSIRIS simulations. In trapping
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studies, we analyze both electrons and positrons, as compari-

son of the two gives a better insight into the trapping

mechanism.

The simulated setup is shown in Fig. 1. Three superim-

posed beams (proton, electron, and laser) propagate colli-

nearly through the volume filled with a uniform rubidium

vapor. The short laser pulse singly ionizes the vapor and cre-

ates the plasma of radius rpðzÞ that varies linearly from r0 at

the plasma entrance to r1 < r0 at the plasma exit.32,33 The

ionization mechanism is field (or over-the-barrier) ioniza-

tion. This is a threshold process, so the radial plasma bound-

ary is sharp, and there are no effects of radial plasma non-

uniformity.34 Longitudinally, the plasma is as uniform as the

initial vapor was. High plasma uniformity (better than 0.2%)

is necessary for both resonant wave excitation and stable

acceleration of electrons in this wave.35 The leading half of

the proton bunch propagates in the neutral gas and does not

contribute to wakefield excitation. The rear half of the proton

beam undergoes self-modulation. The self-modulation insta-

bility is seeded by the instant onset of the plasma, which acts

as if the bunch has a sharp leading edge. We also note that

the atomic weight of the plasma ions is sufficiently large to

avoid deleterious effects associated with the plasma ion

motion.36 The electron bunch is delayed with respect to the

laser pulse by the distance ne. We use cylindrical coordinates

ðr;u; zÞ with the z-axis as the direction of beam propagation

and the co-moving coordinate n ¼ z� ct measured from the

laser pulse. Focusing and accelerating properties of the

plasma wave are most conveniently characterized by the

quantity

U r; n; zð Þ ¼ xp

E0

ðn=c

�1
Ez r; z; sð Þ ds; (1)

where Ez is the longitudinal electric field. If the time scale of

beam evolution is much longer than the wave period, then

Eq. (1) is close to the dimensionless wakefield potential, so

we refer to it as the wakefield potential also.

In Sec. II, we study trapping of test particles, that is, we

exclude the back action of trapped particles on the wakefield

to describe the trapping process in the cleanest form. In Sec.

III, we focus on subsequent acceleration of test particles.

Then we discuss the effect of beam loading in Sec. IV and

the effect of smooth plasma boundary in Sec. V.

II. TRAPPING OF TEST PARTICLES

First we note that separation of injected particles into

trapped and untrapped fractions occurs at the very beginning

of the plasma, before the drive beam has time to self-

modulate. Indeed, the depth of the transverse potential well

initially formed by the seed perturbation is37

Wf � mc2 nb0

4n0

� 1:5� 10�3mc2: (2)

The initial energy of transverse electron motion can be esti-

mated as37

Wtr � mc2 �2
ne

2cer2
re

� 7� 10�7mc2; (3)

where ce ¼ We=ðmc2Þ. Thus, for any proton beam of interest

and high quality electron bunches, the initial transverse ve-

locity of electrons can be safely neglected. The longitudinal

velocity could have an effect on trapping, but, as we show

later, this effect can be minimized by matching the electron

velocity and the phase velocity of the wave. Whether a parti-

cle is trapped or not is thus determined by the particle loca-

tion in the initial wakefield potential.

TABLE I. Baseline AWAKE parameters and notation.

Parameter, notation Value

Plasma density, n0 7� 1014 cm�3

Plasma length, Lmax 10 m

Atomic weight of plasma ions, Mi 85.5

Plasma skin depth, c=xp � k�1
p , 0.2 mm

Initial plasma radius, r0, 1.5 mm

Final plasma radius, r1, 1 mm

Wavebreaking field, E0 ¼ mcxp=e, 2.54 GV/m

Proton bunch population, Nb 3� 1011

Proton bunch length, rzb 12 cm

Proton bunch radius, rrb 0.2 mm

Proton bunch energy, Wb 400 GeV

Proton bunch energy spread, dWb 0.35%

Proton bunch normalized emittance, �nb 3.6 mm mrad

Proton bunch maximum density, nb0 4� 1012 cm�3

Electron bunch population, Ne 1:25� 109

Electron bunch length, rze 1.2 mm

Electron bunch radius, rre 0.25 mm

Electron bunch energy, We 16 MeV

Electron bunch energy spread, dWe 0.5%

Electron bunch normalized emittance, �ne 2 mm mrad

Electron bunch delay, ne 16.4 cm

FIG. 1. Geometry of the problem (not to scale). The beams are shown at two times.
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Simulations confirm this inference. In Figs. 2(a)–2(c),

we show initial positions of subsequently trapped electrons

or positrons and the potential profile in these regions. To

be exact, by trapping we mean that the particle remains at

r < 3c=xp after 1 m of propagation in the plasma. We can

see that trapped particles initially reside in potential wells or

are separated radially from outer regions by potential crests.

There is also a clear trapping asymmetry between elec-

trons and positrons, which is stronger the closer the injected

bunch to the center of the proton bunch is. The asymmetry is

due to incomplete neutralization of the proton beam current.

It has long been known that there is a complete local neutral-

ization of the beam charge by the dense plasma, while the

current neutralization is essentially non-local if the beam ra-

dius is smaller than or on the order of c=xp (see, e.g., Refs.

38 and 39). This gives rise to the well known plasma lens

effect,40 that is strong focusing of a charged particle beam by

its own incompletely neutralized magnetic field. The wake-

field potential is thus the sum of two terms. One term is due

to the seed perturbation; it oscillates with the plasma fre-

quency, and oscillation amplitude is proportional to the pro-

ton bunch density at the central cross-section. Another term

is due to the plasma lens effect; it smoothly varies along the

beam, and its value is proportional to the proton current at

the considered cross-section. Both terms have the same ra-

dial dependence, as follows from the linear wakefield

theory,41 and cancel at n¼ 0. In the central part of the proton

beam, the total potential is thus negative almost everywhere,

which means focusing for positrons and defocusing for elec-

trons [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. As the beam density decreases

towards the beam tail, the lens effect vanishes, and trapping

areas for electrons and positrons gradually equalize [Figs.

2(a)–2(e)].

To study the energy dependence of trapping, we intro-

duce the trapping fraction as the number ratio of trapped to

injected test particles [Figs. 2(f)–2(h)]. In our case test par-

ticles uniformly cover a rectangle two wave periods in length

and 1:5 c=xp in radius. Note that this quantity is not a

FIG. 2. (a)–(c) Acceptance of the plasma wave for positrons (blue dots) and electrons (red dots) plotted over the potential map at three locations along the pro-

ton bunch; (d) the wakefield potential on the axis; (e) the corresponding map of the proton beam density; (f)–(h) dependence of the trapping fraction on the

electron or positron beam energy for the selected locations. The beams propagate to the right. The locations of the zoomed in regions (a)–(c) are shown in (d)

and (e) by narrow rectangles; the color map for the potential is shown in (d). Simulations are made with the fluid code LCODE.
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quantitative measure of trapping for a real beam, as the

trapped charge depends on the beam density distribution, so

only qualitative inferences can be made from Figs. 2(f)–2(h).

We see that there is a cut-off energy below which trapping is

not possible in most cross-sections. The maximum trapping

fraction is observed at energies for which the velocity of

injected particles is close to the phase velocity of the wave at

the self-modulation stage. Higher energy particles are also

well trapped.

III. ACCELERATION OF TEST PARTICLES

Once a particle is trapped by the wakefield, it follows

the potential well (Fig. 3). During the development of the

self-modulation, the particle makes several longitudinal

oscillations and many transverse oscillations in the potential

well. The particle energy also oscillates around its initial

value. After the proton beam is fully micro-bunched, trapped

particles are either accelerated to high energies or not

depending on their location with respect to the seed laser

pulse. At large jnj, the wave phase velocity becomes greater

than the speed of light, and the trapped particles (which can-

not catch up with the bottom of the potential well) shift to

regions of strong accelerating field [Fig. 3(a)]. At small jnj,
the wave remains subluminal, and no continuous accelera-

tion occurs [Fig. 3(b)] resulting in W< 100 MeV versus

W> 1 GeV in the baseline case of large jnj � 600c=xp.

There are two reasons for the appearance of the superlu-

minal wakefield. The first one is related to the nonlinear

elongation of the wave period at high wakefield ampli-

tudes.42 As the wave amplitude reduces after peaking at

z � 4 m, the wavelength returns to its low-amplitude value

2pc=xp, and the wave at the driver tail moves slightly for-

ward with respect to the driver. The second reason comes

from the relative positioning of the wake and proton micro-

bunches formed by the self-modulation instability. The

bunches are delayed with respect to points of the maximum

decelerating field (see Fig. 3(a) of Ref. 43). Consequently,

each micro-bunch contributing the wakefield adds some

backward shift to the wave. Once some micro-bunches are

destroyed at the late stage of propagation,43 the wave shifts

forward in the co-moving frame.

To obtain a general grasp of the wave acceleration abil-

ity, we compare energy spectra of test beams injected at dif-

ferent delays with respect to the seed pulse (Fig. 4). Each

thick line in Fig. 4 is the final energy spectrum of a

Gaussian-like electron or positron beam with all the parame-

ters taken from Table I except ne which is varied. The spec-

tra are normalized to the number of particles in the injected

beam, so the area under the curve is the beam trapped

fraction in percent. We see that for this particular driver, the

acceleration is possible for ne � 12 cm, and the optimum

is observed at ne � 16 cm. There is no much difference

between acceleration of test electrons and positrons, though

FIG. 3. The co-moving coordinate n (top) and the energy (bottom) versus the propagation distance for two typical test electrons injected with different delays

with respect to the laser pulse. The top plots also show the color map of the on-axis electric field Ez in the vicinity of the electron.

FIG. 4. Final energy spectra for (a) electrons and (b) positrons as a function

of injection delay ne with no beam loading effect taken into account.
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the higher efficiency of positron trapping at small ne trans-

lates to a larger number of weakly accelerated positrons.

The final energy spectra for the nominal delay ne ¼ 16:4
cm are shown in Fig. 5(a). The fraction of accelerated par-

ticles is 31% for electrons and 26% for positrons. By com-

parison, the trapped fractions observed at z¼ 1 m are 32%

for electrons and 49% for positrons. Apparently, this asym-

metry is due to the above-mentioned plasma lens effect.

Trapped electrons initially reside near the bottom of the

potential well and remain trapped as the potential well

evolves. In contrast, positrons initially fill a wider area and

are partially lost as the well changes its speed or shape.

IV. BEAM LOADING EFFECT

Taking into account the effect of the trapped charge on

the wakefield, i.e., the beam loading, considerably reduces

the number of accelerated particles but has a small effect on

the shape of the energy spectrum [Fig. 5(b)]. From LCODE

simulations, the accelerated fraction is 14.3% for electrons

and 6.8% for positrons. From OSIRIS simulations, these

numbers are 12.6% for electrons and 11.7% for positrons.

The reason for the smaller numbers is that the wakefield of

the particles trapped earlier (at smaller jnj) acts as a defocus-

ing force. Though having a relatively small total charge

(0.8% of that in the drive beam), the injected beam is short,

and therefore has a high peak current of 20 A, which is com-

parable to the peak proton beam current (50 A at n¼ 0, 20 A

at ne). The effect of wakefield distortion by the trapped beam

can thus be very important.

We illustrate the effect in the electron beam case

(Fig. 6). At the very beginning of the interaction (at z¼ 0),

the electron beam is smooth, and its wakefield only contrib-

utes (favorably) to the plasma lens effect. In Fig. 6, this is

seen as a small upward shift of the potential (thick blue

curve) with respect to the unloaded case (thin curve). Initial

trapping of electrons proceeds in accordance with the initial

potential shape, and the trapped electrons are located at

cross-sections marked in grey in the upper part of Fig. 6.

Once trapped, electrons form short micro-bunches, their

wakefield strongly increases (thick red curve) and for some

time dominates over the wakefield of the proton beam.

During this period, the location of focusing areas changes,

and only those electrons survive which are at the cross-

sections marked in grey in the lower part of Fig. 6. As we

see, at the rear part of the electron beam (jnj > 16:65 cm),

the two grey areas almost do not overlap at all, which results

is loss of particles [Fig. 7(a)]. For positrons, the picture is

qualitatively the same [Fig. 7(b)]. Curiously, with the

account of beam loading the number of accelerated positrons

at some cross-sections is higher because of the plasma

lensing, so the back effect of the trapped charge is not neces-

sarily negative. The observed difference between the two

codes in Fig. 5(b) comes from that the trapped fraction

(unlike the final energy) is determined by the interplay of

low-amplitude wakes which suffer from noise in particle-in-

cell simulations.

“Closing” the wakefield by the trapped charge is quanti-

tatively characterized in Fig. 8. As the charge of the injected

beam grows, its accelerated fraction decreases, and the total

accelerated charge comes to saturation. Perhaps the satura-

tion effect can be avoided with shorter injected beams which

cover one wakefield period only.

FIG. 5. Final energy spectra of electron and positron bunches injected at the

nominal delay ne ¼ 16:4 cm without (a) and with (b) beam loading.

FIG. 6. The on-axis wakefield potential at the very entrance to the plasma

(blue) and at z¼ 12 cm (red). The two thin lines are the wakefield potential

of the driver only; the two thick lines are the wakefields modified by the

electron beam of population Ne ¼ 1:25� 109. Shading of the upper (lower)

area shows the focusing regions for z¼ 0 cm (z¼ 12 cm).

FIG. 7. Number of electrons (a) and positrons (b) trapped at different cross-

sections of the injected beam with the effect of beam loading on and off.

The upper thin curves show the population of the original beams.
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V. ENTRY INTO THE PLASMA

At the beginning of the plasma section (at some transi-

tion region), the plasma density smoothly increases from

zero to the nominal value, and the wakefield phase is rapidly

changing in the vicinity of the witness beam. The consequen-

ces of that density variation depend on the ratio of three dis-

tances. The first one is the length of the transition region L0.

The second one is the defocusing length Ld which character-

izes radial scattering of witness particles by an unfavorable

wakefield phase. This distance is determined by the radial

force exerted on an axially moving electron by the driver

wakefield:41

F? r; nð Þ ¼ 4pe2kpnb0 �
ð0

n
dn0e�n02= 2r2

zbð Þ sin kp n0 � nð Þ
� �

�
ðr

0

dr0r0I1 kpr0
� �

K1 kprð Þ
@e�r02= 2r2

rbð Þ
@r0

 

þ
ð1

r

dr0r0I1 kprð ÞK1 kpr0
� � @e�r02= 2r2

rbð Þ
@r0

!
; (4)

where I1 and K1 are modified Bessel functions. For kprrb ¼ 1

and the near-axis region (kpr � 1), the sum in parentheses is

approximately 0:27r. The integral over n0 can be transformed

to

kpe�n2= 2r2
zbð Þ � kp cos kpnþ kp

ð0

n
dn0 cos kp n0 � nð Þ

� �

� @e�n02= 2r2
zbð Þ

@n0
: (5)

If the beam is long (kprzb � 1), the integral in Eq. (5) is

small and can be neglected. The transverse force on a near-

axis electron is thus

F?ðr; nÞ ¼ 4pe2A?nb0rðe�n2=ð2r2
zbÞ � cosðkpnÞÞ (6)

with A? � 0:27. The second term in Eq. (6) is the seed per-

turbation produced by the ionization front; the first term

(always positive) accounts for defocusing by the uncompen-

sated current of the proton beam. The typical defocusing dis-

tance can be thus estimated as

Ld � c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cem

4pe2A?nb0

r
� 3 cm: (7)

Note that this distance does not depend on the plasma

density.

The third important length, Ln, is the distance at which

the wakefield experienced by a witness particle changes its

phase by p because of the plasma density change. Assume

for simplicity that the local plasma density np is growing

linearly:

npðzÞ ¼ n0z=L0; z < L0: (8)

The distance ne between the seed pulse and the witness

bunch corresponds to the phase advance

/ ¼ ne

c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4pnp zð Þe2

m

r
; (9)

whence

Ln ¼ p
@/
@z

� ��1

¼ 2pc
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zL0

p

xpne
: (10)

The radial force acting on an electron has the same sign over

sections of length of about Ln. If Ln � Ld, then the electron

beam has enough time to respond to fields of each separate

wakefield period. Otherwise the oscillating component of the

radial force averages out. The condition Ln¼Ld is the easiest

to meet at the maximum plasma density (z¼L0), from which

we find

L0 ¼
Ldxpne

2pc
¼ NLd � 4 m; (11)

where N � 130 is the electron bunch delay measured in

plasma wavelengths. The value of L0 is much longer than the

instability growth length (Fig. 3) and the expected length of

the transition region,32 so only the period-averaged radial

force is of importance in the transition region.

The average of the force (6) always defocuses electrons.

The electrons can survive only if the transition region is

shorter than the defocusing distance. Since defocusing is due

to the first term in (6), the tolerable transition length is

L0�Ld exp
n2

e

4r2
zb

 !
� 4:6 cm: (12)

Simulations confirm the theoretical predictions for electrons

(Fig. 9). The number of accelerated electrons reduces to zero

if the condition (12) is not fulfilled. For positrons, the picture

is qualitatively different. The average radial force (6) focuses

positrons, so there is no negative effect of the density slope

on positrons.

VI. SUMMARY

We demonstrated with simulations that it is possible to

inject electron or positron beams along the same line as the

proton driver. If the velocity of the injected particles is about

FIG. 8. Fraction of accelerated particles (thin lines, left scale) and total num-

ber of accelerated particles Nacc (thick lines, right scale) versus the number

of injected particles Ne for electron and positron beams.
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or greater than the phase velocity of the wave at the driver

self-modulation stage, then the particles are trapped by the

wakefield and kept in the potential wells until the driver

beam is fully bunched. After the wakefield amplitude reaches

its maximum, the particles trapped at the tail of the driver

are efficiently accelerated. The injection delay is of impor-

tance, since the wave phase velocity there can exceed the

light velocity, which is necessary for high energy gain. The

final energy spectrum of accelerated particles is reasonably

narrow, with the root mean square energy spread of about

15% even for injected beams covering several wakefield

periods.

If the injected beam is many wakefield periods long,

then the trapped charge is limited by beam loading effects.

The particles trapped in earlier wave periods hamper trap-

ping in later periods. There is an asymmetry in trapping of

electrons and positrons caused by the positive charge of the

driver. The initial trapping is better for positrons, but at the

acceleration stage, a considerable fraction of positrons is lost

from the wave. Electrons are not trapped if the plasma den-

sity increases smoothly over a too long distance at the

plasma entrance. The tolerable density transition is several

centimeters long for the baseline parameters of AWAKE

experiment. Positrons are not susceptible to the initial den-

sity gradient.

The above mechanism of trapping and acceleration

could be found in several earlier papers but was not identi-

fied for various reasons. In Refs. 37 and 44, the attention was

paid to the highest energy electrons rather than to energy

spectra. In Ref. 23, the electron bunch delay was optimized

for side injection, and electrons were injected at the location

where the established phase velocity of the wave was very

close to c. Correspondingly, a wide energy spectrum was

observed. In Ref. 45, the injected electron beams were as

long as the drive beam itself and therefore produced wide

energy spectra. In Refs. 21 and 46, the injection delay was

shorter than the optimum one, thus resulting in almost no net

acceleration.

To conclude, the possibility of the on-axis injection

makes proof-of-principle experiments on proton driven

plasma wakefield acceleration easier, and this injection

scheme can be further optimized for narrower final energy

spread.
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